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ZOE BOROVSKY

Never in Public
Women and Performance in Old Norse Literature
In the medieval Icelandic family sagas, women as well as men gained and bestowed honor by performing verbally. While men's performances took place in the official, public realm, women promoted and defended the honor of the household in the domestic, private realm. With the introduction of writing, the boundary between public and private was more strictly enforced, and women's participation in the honor system became more restricted.
THE MEDIEVAL ICELANDIC family sagas have frequently been cited by scholars for their portrayals of strong, independent women who fearlessly take up a sword to seek vengeance in blood feud, divorce their lackluster husbands at the drop of a hat, or speak their minds openly and eloquently in the pursuit of honor. Conventional and feminist research on gender in Old Norse literature and medieval Icelandic culture has typically focused on images of the "strong woman" in these texts and argues for or against the veracity of these striking female figures.' Recently, Icelandic literary scholar Helga Kress (1993) has cited the presence of the "strong woman" as evidence of an ancient female hegemony-an oral tradition-that was later eclipsed by the emerging Viking patriarchy and finally submerged by the Christian hierarchy. On the other hand, medieval Scandinavian historian Birgit Sawyer has argued that it is nearly impossible, because of the nature and lack of the sources, to answer the question of whether Scandinavian women had "higher status and greater freedom of action" in pre-Christian times than they did later (1993:212) .
Clearly this discussion is related to the long-standing debate about the sources themselves; the Icelandic family "sagas" (related to the verb segia, to "say" or maxlt, i villu. "Hefir hui heyrt Pat," sag6i hon, "er l6rr bau6 Kristi ' h61m, ok treystisk han eigi at berjask vi6 Dr?" "Heyrt hefi ek Pat," segir langbrandr, "at l6rr vaxri ekki nema mold ok aska, Pegar gu6 vildi eigi, at hann lif6i." "Veiztfi," segir hon, "hverr brotit hefir skip Pitt?" "Hvat segir fii til?" segir hann. "lat mun ek segja er," segir hon:
10. Braut fyrir bj6llu gati, b6nd riku Val strandar, m6gfellandi mellu, m6stalls, Visund allan; to convert him to paganism. Thangbrand listened to her in silence, but when she had finished he spoke at length, turning all her own arguments against her. "Did you ever hear," she asked, "how Thor challenged Christ to a duel, and Christ did not dare to accept the challenge?" "I have heard," said Thangbrand, "that Thor would be nothing but dust and ashes if God did not permit him to live." "Do you know who wrecked your ship?" she asked. "Who do you think?" asked Thangbrand. "I will tell you," she replied:
"It was Thor's giant-killing hammer That smashed the ocean-striding Bison;
It was our gods who drove
The bell-ringer's boat ashore. With that, Steinunn and Thangbrand parted. Thangbrand and his men travelled west to Bardastrand. (Magnusson and Pilsson 1960:221-222)] This encounter between Steinunn and Dangbrandr can be read as an oral performance, which, as demonstrated by Richard Bauman, served as a means of gaining and bestowing (or denying) honor in medieval Icelandic society (1986:146) . It demonstrates the agonistic quality of verbal exchange in a performance society and can be seen as a "flyting" or a form of "reciprocal name-calling" that functions as verbal and intellectual combat (Ong 1989:44; Parks 1990:71-77) .5
Steinunn initiates the encounter by preaching the pagan faith to Dangbrandr. He listens but turns everything she says into falsehood. Steinunn resorts to insulting Christ. By failing to accept the challenge to a duel with P6rr, Christ would be considered a nid'ingr, a coward (Sorensen 1983:32) . After Dangbrandr counters with his reply, maintaining that the Christian god is more powerful than D6rr, Steinunn recites two dr6ttkvawtt (court poetry) stanzas, revealing that it was D6rr who smashed Dangbrandr's ship into fragments or wood chips ("i spinu"). The stanzas constitute a neat comeback to Dangbrandr's assertion that P6rr would be dust and ashes ("mold og aska") if God did not want him to live.
Steinunn exposes the discrepancy between Dangbrandr's hierarchical theory of an all-powerful God and the reality of the situation: why would God allow his priest's ship to be destroyed by the pagan god? Dangbrandr was apparently not equal to Steinunn's dr6ttkvaett challenge. He is clearly defeated in this flyting, for he has no rebuttal and Steinunn has the last word. Although Dangbrandr killed Vetrli6i the skald for his nit verses (Lindow 1988:131 ), Steinunn's verses are not overtly ni6 verses, that is, ones that symbolically accuse another of submitting sexually to a more aggressive partner.6 This might account for why her verses (and not Vetrli6i's) were preserved by the Christian written tradition. The "consummate skill with which these verses are composed," as Gabriel Turville-Petre writes, "shows that Steinunn knew much of the older poetry and was well practised in the art " (1976:66) . Perhaps these verses were more memorable for their artistry than the insult. For a member of an honor-obsessed society, however, the nid implications of Steinunn's verse are not subtle. According to Carol Delaney, who studies a similar preoccupation with honor in modern Turkish society, if "the boundary of what is his has been penetrated or broken by someone else," it puts that person in a position ofpowerlessness and shame (1987:40) .
Steinunn's defamatory allegations that Christ not only is a coward but could not prevent the pagan god P6rr from smashing Pangbrandr's ship therefore constitute a shaming of the Christian god as well as his priest. Pangbrandr's failure to take up her verbal challenge with a verse of his own is a failure to protect the belief system This content downloaded from 164.67.16.163 on Mon, 02 May 2016 23:14:57 UTC All use subject to http://about.jstor.org/terms he is promoting and a failure to assert his own verbal competence. To be shamed by a woman must have been a severe humiliation for Dangbrandr, equivalent to being struck by a woman, as Au6r strikes Eyj61fr in Gisla saga (Gisla saga 1943: 101) .7
Seen in a larger context, Steinunn's encounter with Dangbrandr can be viewed as a social drama, that is, as a way of working out conflicts within and between societies where "conflicting groups and personages attempt to assert their own and deplete their opponents' paradigms" (Turner 1974:15 (1971:360) .
In this social drama Steinunn is introduced as the mother of a skald, Skild-Refr, who became a distinguished poet in the 11th century. She represents the verbal display and performance tradition of the past-the pagan, oral, "group" (to use Mary Douglas's [1992] term) society-and becomes not only an emblem of empowered women's speech but also one of Icelandic verbal dexterity and the feats of oral prowess that earned them audiences and patrons in powerful courts. Iangbrandr, on the other hand, represents the new paradigm of a written Christian "grid" society. This "grid" is the perspective from which the 13th-century saga composers remembered and narrated their past.
Else Mundal (1983) contrasts these two paradigms-the oral and the written-and explores the consequences of this transition for women as reflected in the medieval literature from Iceland. Mundal finds that women took active roles in oral literature before they were locked out of the male-dominated literate culture. She characterizes medieval Icelandic literature with strong influences from oral culture (Eddic poetry, skaldic poetry, medieval ballads, and fornaldarsogur [mythic-heroic sagas]) as being "pro-womanly" (1983:11) . In these texts she finds more women as main characters, a more positive attitude toward independent women, and stories in which women have choices in relationships. On the other hand, texts that (according to Mundal) are more influenced by literate culture (kings' sagas and family sagas) have fewer women as main characters, less acceptance of independent women, and stories in which women are powerless in their relationships. Mundal concludes that the transition from oral to written culture was a misfortune (ei ulukke) for women, particularly when the oral tradition and its performers lost prestige. Because women were excluded from the more prestigious, intellectual spheres in which literature was written, they could only participate in the anonymous oral tradition, thus making their contributions invisible (Mundal 1983:23 a simple paradigm shift rather than a complex interactive process. Goody and Watt (1968) proposed that in an oral society the past was impossible to ignore because it was transmitted face to face. A written or printed past is easier to avoid or escape. Literate individuals and groups could therefore become alienated from (or deliberately distance themselves from) their past and cultural heritage. More recently, Jack Goody (1987) has formulated the transition not as oral versus written but as oral versus oral and written (printed); he locates the interface between these two paradigms on three fronts: between societies, within societies, and within individuals themselves. This discussion allows for a more complex analysis of the saga as a type of ethnographic record. Christian saga writers of the 13th century belonged to an oral tradition that embraced written culture once it "submitted" to the Norwegian monarchy. The saga writers looked back on or remember their independent, oral-performance past with ambivalence. Thus, the social drama that takes place between Steinunn and Dangbrandr reflects the drama that took place within the individual saga writer who incorporated oral sources into his written text.
Turner evaluates the political shift from Icelandic independence to dependence as "a disastrous submission" just as Mundal considers the shift from oral to written society "a misfortune" for women based on the prominence of independent, powerful women in "oral" texts and dependent, powerless women in "literate" texts. Carol Clover offers a both/and solution to the problem of the discrepancy between powerless and powerful women in the Old Norse sources. Rather than relegating one to oral and the other to literate sources, or one to fact and the other to fiction (see Jochens 1986 ), Clover postulates that women had two simultaneous statuses. They were officially powerless in the law codes and the public realm, but, because women were scarce, their unofficial status in the private realm was strengthened (Clover 1988:180) . Simply stated, women were powerful in the private sphere and powerless in the public sphere.
Returning to Steinunn, note that she has no official position or office of authority. Yet she confronts Dangbrandr and preaches to him authoritatively, without any sense of "shame." She performs, in a sense, as a man. Unlike a man who is shamed by assuming a woman's position, Steinunn suffers no dishonor for playing a man's role.8 The saga writer seems to imply a tacit approval of Steinunn's behavior by preserving her verbal performance even though he refrains from explicitly praising her heathen preaching. Dangbrandr, however, suffers a serious loss of honor in his encounter with Steinunn. Because he cannot meet her verbal challenge and cannot kill her as he did Vetrlioi, he is shamed by her.9 She pushes him back into a powerless position.
In the next chapter of Njdls saga Iangbrandr accomplishes his most dramatic defeat ofa berserk before an audience of200 heathens during a feast at the household of Gestr Oddleifsson. Gestr is so impressed that he has his entire household baptized. Pangbrandr's display at Gestr's feast is a performance in a public setting. Bauman recognizes two forms ofperformances: the large-scale, scheduled, public forms like festivals, ceremonies, and fairs; and the domestic, face-to-face, spontaneous forms of everyday life (1978:28, 1986:133 If we recognize, as I think we must, that ideologies of male dominance, the hegemony of public value systems that glorify manhood, and the expressive forms that sustain such systems are of central importance to the place of women as well as men in these societies, studies of such systems may be recognized as indispensable to a unified perspective on gender. It will take more than this, of course; we will also need research that focuses explicitly on women in such societies, that explores female modes of existence and avenues of artistic expression in societies that glorify manhood. If performance and valorization of the more public forms of folklore is largely reserved to males, as it seems to be in the societies reported on in the works I have mentioned, that in itself is a significant finding. [1986:147] The most important public event in medieval Iceland was the annual meeting of the Althing. The Althing was the center of the social space where Icelandic law obtained (Hastrup 1985:144) . It was established in 930 C.E. along with the Icelandic constitution. At the Althing, one-third of the law of Iceland was recited by the "lawspeaker" every year, until 1277, when the king of Norway began to share legislative authority with the Althing. The performance roles at the Althing-lawspeakers, chieftains, judges, plaintiffs, and witnesses-were filled by males. A woman inheriting a chieftaincy was "to transfer the chieftaincy to someone in that assembly third" (GrJdgs 1980:137) . A woman could attend the Althing as a member of the general public, but she would have had to "sit on the outside of the benches" (Grgads 1980:189) .10 Gragds (the medieval Icelandic law code) specified five suitable male substitutes to the assembly for a woman who headed the household (GrgJds 1980:151) . Although a woman might own the office and could unofficially function as a gydja (chieftainess), only a man could officially perform as goJi (chieftain). This was probably due to the fact that a successful case required a force of weapon-bearing supporters, as William Miller puts it, "to give the law its teeth, in procedure as well as in executing judgements, once obtained" (1983:172) . In this respect Icelandic law was similar to Old Germanic law and early Roman law, in that "the woman was . . . similarly considered to be lacking in juridical capacity to look after her own interests" (Herlihy 1976:14) . However, the Icelandic law codes were inconsistent with regard to the kinds of cases women could plead, which suggests a legal loophole. A widow or an unmarried girl of 20 could take charge of her own lawsuit if it was about an assault or a minor wound (Grgdis 1980:158) . One version of GrdgJs, "Konungsb6k," states that a woman in a similar position (widowed or beyond the age of 20) could prosecute a killing case (Grdgds 1980:157) , but another version, "Stabarh61sb6k," contradicts this and stipulates that in no instance could a woman be a plaintiff (Finsen 1974:335) . Eyrbyggja saga states that women lost their rights as plaintiffs after a legal disaster circa 992 (1935:103-104 (Sturlusson 1941-51:123-124) . Her son, G6ngu-Hr61fr (perhaps equivalent to Rollo in Normandy), had been outlawed by the king. Hildr's performance was keyed for a high-intensity emotional impact; her stanza warns the king that his men will suffer the wrath of her angered warrior son.
The longest skaldic poem composed by a woman, J6runn skildmar (i.e., the "poet-maiden"), is called "Sendibitr" ("Biting message"). J6runn's drdpa (the long form for dr6ttkvatt or court poetry), of which only three half strophes and two strophes are preserved in Snorri's Heimskringla, bestowed honor on the chieftain-skald Gu6ormr sindri for reconciling King Harald Fairhair and his son Hailfdan by means of his diplomatic verses (Sturlusson 1941-51:142 (Mundal 1983:15) . Unfortunately, none of the verses composed by these two women (and perhaps spoken in the public arena) was preserved. However, Steinvor's cousin, Sturla D6r6arson, records-in Islendinga saga-a stanza spoken to Steinv6r in a dream that portends the killing of her father, the indomitable Sighvatr Sturluson (Sturlunga saga 1946, 1:421) . (I will return to Steinv6r twice in this essay: once as she appears in Sturlunga saga to fashion vengeance for her father and finally in a special section on Steinvor and Sturla.) The few verses composed by women that have been preserved support the notion that women's participation in the official, public realm was limited in Norway as well as in Iceland.14 Women were similarly excluded from performance roles in the church. They could not be priests or monks, nor could they perform the simplest ceremonies.
Grig&s very clearly states that a woman should never baptize a child; it was better for a woman to teach a man the emergency procedure than to risk baptism by a woman (Grdgds 1980:25) . The bishops of Iceland were members of the Liogretta (the lawmaking body of Iceland); the first bishop was admitted in 1056, and the second, in 1106. They became important participants at the Althing (Hastrup 1985:187, 215, 216) . One saga mentions that the abbess ofKirkjuba~r attended the Althing, but this seems to be in an informal capacity (Sturlunga saga 1946, 1:140 (Turner 1971:360) .16 This "ritual of elevation" (a nearly universal medieval Christian story according to Patrick Geary) would trace the rites of passage of the first settlers and tell "the story of how an important powerful individual leaves his home, wanders through many dangers, and is finally welcomed into a position of honor and authority in a new community" (Geary 1978:154) . After the Icelandic submission to the Norwegian monarchy, the local, kinshipbased power of the godar was seriously threatened in both the sacred and the secular realm. The chieftains were more susceptible to pressure from the international ecclesiastical movement toward a universal, autonomous church, and the movement toward separating the sacred realm from the secular realm was strengthened (Hastrup 1985:188) . Traditional life was in upheaval: the customary bond of the Icelandic chieftains to the monarchy based on the gift and face-to-face exchange was replaced with the depersonalized, abstract notion of taxation, and the concrete reality of inalienable hereditary land was latinized to reflect the concept of private or individual ownership for the benefit of both the church and the state. The church and state would each seek to designate family property as its own. The old chieftainships and values were in a state of crisis, uncertainty, and change. This fear of modernization in a traditional oral culture could often lead to a turning inward, a retreat into the past and archaism (Stock 1983:473-476) . Old Norse literature bears all the signs ofjust such a retreat from modernization to traditionalism in an attempt to restore a sense of"communitas," to borrow Turner's term, which he defines as continuity, wholeness, and unity (1977:94-130) . Turner maintains that when structural power and authority is in the hands of the men (as we have seen in the social-legal or public realm), it is the marginal power of the women that represents the wholeness of the community at large (Turner 1974 (Turner :152, 1977 . The saga relates, in terms of personalities, the story of a society. Njail succeeds in keeping local peace for a while but cannot curb his own sons, who disobey him in order to carry out their mother's [Bergpora's] will. Yet the greatest men of Iceland hang upon his words when he proposes to establish legal machinery, such as the Fifth Court, and give him support. The irony of the saga is that it is through the continual disobedience of his own sons, who undertake revenge killings against his [Njdll's] will, that the final disasters come about, exposing the impotence of Icelandic redressive institutions. [1971:370, emphasis added] Here it is Berghora's ability to influence her sons (privately, unofficially, yet persistently) that effectively undermines Njaill's efforts to negotiate an end to the feud using official, public means. Clover writes, "And it is precisely, as R. G. Thomas perceived, in personal relations, not in the public sphere, that saga women exert their authority. Predictably enough, the great majority of examples of women's 'proud and independent behavior' (including those listed by Thomas himself) constitute acts of insubordination against husbands" (1988:180, emphasis in original). These powerful women-disenfranchised in the official, legal realm-insisted on rocking the boat and disrupting the official order or "grid."
Or at least the sagas depict them as doing so.
These women performed in the more private space. In addition to the sociallegal concept of official public space, with its center at the Althing, there was another spatial dimension with the farmstead as the center and the world outside as the periphery. Old Scandinavian law made a distinction between two horizontally opposed legal spaces, between innangards (inside the fence) and itangards (outside the fence) (Gurevich 1969:43) . The "inviolable home" was inside the fence that surrounded the farm, whereas the public space was outside the fence and the stofa (main room) within the house where guests were received (Hastrup 1985:60, 141) . Women who managed households signified their control over the space innangar6s by wearing the keys of their farmstead hanging on a chain attached to a brooch (Simpson 1967:65 ). An excellent example of the power women wielded from innangaras, signified by their keys, is from P6rdar saga kakala. Steinvor's brother, D6r6r, appeals to her for help in rousing the family to avenge the death of their father, Sighvatr. Steinv6r's husband Hailfdan is reluctant to take part in the vengeance until Steinvor incites him with the following speech:
hefi ek hann ok sjaldan eggjat at ganga i st6rmxeli, en nui mun ek bat bert gera, at litit mun ver6a okkart samprykki, efPii veitir eigi k6r6i, br66ur minum. Mun Pi svi fara, sem minnr er at skbpuau, at ek mun taka vipnin ok vita, efn6kkurir menn vili fylgja mar, en ek mun fi aPr afhendi biirluklana.
[I have seldom egged him on to take part in serious matters. But now I will make it clear that our accord will be rare if you do not help k6r6r, my brother. If less than that happens, according to the course of events, then I will take up weapons and find out if anyone will follow me, and I will turn the pantry keys over to you.]18 [Sturlunga saga 1946, 1:6] Steinv6r goads her husband into taking action by threatening him with the shame of being reduced to tending the household while she herself would take up a sword and display the qualities of drengskapr (literally, manliness). The sagas contain many of these hv6t, or incitements, which are often combined with a lament for the deceased.19 As Clover points out, "the lament (text) serves as a mnemonic of revenge and hence an incitement (subtext)" (1986a:169). According to Miller, when a lament was accompanied by a bloody token, it constituted a legal ceremony (or ritual), usually performed by women, that functioned to organize the kin group for vengeance taking (1983:175, 185) . The performance of a lament in a blood feud system bestowed honor on a dead hero. Urging vengeance was, according to Clover, "the ultimate form ofrespect, and like the men who take it, the women who urge it are, in so doing, paying due honor to the departed" (1986a:173).
As Steinv6r demonstrates, women had the power to shame those who refused to take vengeance. Steinv6r incites her husband by suggesting a symbolic reversal-offering to exchange her keys for her husband's weapons. Women's performances-mourning, whetting, goading, threatening-function to arouse and bind together the forces of the kin group and direct those forces toward acts ofrestitution that often involved violence.
The hv6t was evaluated by the revenge that was taken; in HarJar saga Grimkelssonar Dorbj6rg's whetting leads to the death of 24 men. For this effective performance the saga designates her as "mikill kvensk6rungr" (HarJar saga 1991:97), which has been translated as "a woman of great presence and spirit" (Clover 1986a:145) . In the feud system, women gained honor for themselves and their families by performing a successful lament/hv6t.
To be successful these performances had to be timed for maximum emotional impact. A woman could adjust the intensity of the performance explicitly by increasing the fixity of form and using poetic verse, as Porbj6rg does in Hardar saga (1991:90) and Puriar does in Heidarviga saga (1938:277-279 sons of Njill by using special codes symbolic of mourning: her hair was worn loosely, the tablecloth was torn, and she produced a bloody token from her dead husband. Hildigunnr's implicit codes signified a household in disequilibrium because of the loss of an important member. Women performed symbolic rituals that represented the imbalance of the household and demanded that balance be restored by an act of restitution or revenge. The setting of these performances was innangar6s, the center of the woman's space, and usually at mealtime, when she was most capable of binding an audience to her performance.21 Gu3ruin, in
Gudmundar saga dra (a saga in the compilation of contemporary sagas called Sturlunga saga), served singed sheep heads and feet for breakfast, a metonymic reminder, directed at her husband and brothers, of the burning that their household suffered two summers previously:
En at dagver6armili um daginn k6mu fram fyrir Pi diskar, en par var ekki annat ai en h6fu6svi6ur ok faetr aff6 Pvi, er slitrat haf6i verit um haustit.
PIorgrimr spur6i: "Hvi saxtir harkageta sji? Daetti mr nin heldr til annars um vart fyrir manna sakir."
Gu6ruin svarar: "Ekki ver6r merjafndrji'gdeilt sem svi6in."
Vigffiss, br66ir hennar, svarar: "Eigi er rat, at Ui minnir oss eigi i, hvat v6r eigum, Par er svi6in eru."
[But at the time of the main meal, plates were set before them, but there was nothing on them other than the singed heads and feet of the sheep that had been killed during the fall.
Plorgrimr asked, "What is the reason for this coarse food? It seems to me now that we deserve better on account of the men." saga 1946, 1:195-1961 By serving the coarse food to the men at their household, Gu6rfin denies her husband an important quality ofdrengskapr, that is, her hospitality. She confronts him with a "face-to-face" symbol of the dishonor they have suffered in the past, implying that their "group" honor will not be restored until he takes revenge.
In her article "Hildigunnr's Lament," Clover challenges the scholarly assumption "that the female laments are commonly, though not unanimously, assumed to stem at least in part (fictional situation and motifs) from continental ballad tradition and thus to constitute a late layer in the Eddic accretion, whereas the male laments of skaldic tradition are generally supposed to stem from native and probably Germanic roots" (1986a:153-154). Clover sees a social reality of exclusion from the legal arena in the feud society of Iceland "behind the motif of the whetting woman in Edda and saga" (1986a:174) . Although women were alienated from the formal judicial and legislative system represented by the Althing and were excluded from the blood feud payments stipulated in "Baugatal," they could participate in the informal blood feud system of honor and politics by urging revenge with hv6t or lament poetry.22 By performing this type of poetry women also participated in the semiotic system ofhonor; the demand for revenge was not appeased and the honor of the kinsmen was not restored by the legal compensation for a killing. The ritual performance of a whetting and revenge takes precedence over the legal performance of compensation negotiated and paid in the Bauman (1978) examines the oral performances of the more public forms of folklore during scheduled events like weddings and festivals (similar to Dangbrandr's performance at Gestr's feast). Although these activities took place innangar6s, they were set in the public stofa of the household. And although women attended these weddings, they are not represented as performing at the feasts.
Usually one reads of women serving the guests. The exception is a disruptive performance; a certain ni6 couplet recited by a woman comes from such an occasion.
In Njdls saga Lorhildr skildkona, who is "or6gifr mikit" (a great word witch) and "ok f6r me6 flimtan" (someone who deals in satire or lampoons) ( Vatnsdela saga 1938:87) , is invited to help serve at the wedding tables. Her husband cannot keep his eyes offa beautiful 14-year-old girl. The skcildkona (female skald) recites a couplet chastising him for his wandering eyes: "Era gapriplar g66ir / gaegr er ?6r i augum" [Gapers are no good / your eyes are agog] (Brennu-Njdls saga 1954:89).
Her words were certainly effective; according to the saga, her husband leapt over a table, named witnesses, and declared himself divorced on the spot. Another wedding, the well-known one from Porgils saga ok Haflica, portrays the mistress of the household attempting to soften sharp exchanges between guests. She plays the role of mediator in a flyting that begins in good fun but ends on a sour note when one guest takes offense and eventually leaves the feast (Sturlunga saga 1946, 1:26).
Although women's participation was limited and restricted during these more public events, their "reputation-seeking behavior" was, according to Bauman, "itself crafted and enacted before an audience with the goal of being celebrated in poems and stories " (1986:146) . An example of such honor-seeking behavior by a woman can be seen in the actions of Unnr the Deep-Minded (called Au6r in tslendingab6k), who performed in this way at the wedding of her grandson in Laxdaela saga (Laxdcela saga 1934:11-13) . Unnr was quite old but invited many people to her magnificent feast. At the feast she announced her heir and then retired to her bedchamber, where she was found dead the next morning. The wedding feast was Unnr's ultimate performance of hospitality. Her performance was then evaluated by the guests: they thought it noteworthy "hversu Unnr haf6i haldit vir6ingu sinni til dau6adags" [how Unnr had maintained her honor until her dying day] (Laxdela saga 1934:13). Unnr's opening passage in Laxdela saga is also an example of how sagas functioned as rituals of elevation of an ancestor or settler. In this case Unnr or Au6r slides up the strong-weak continuum to a position of power and prestige that is normally occupied by a man but is not "off-limits" to the exceptional woman.
There is little here to distinguish the quality of a drengr / hifuskiirungr (brave man) from that ofa kvensk6rungr (brave woman).23 When a woman performs as a drengr, she earns the honor of being known as a kvensk6rungr. That implies, as Clover has suggested, "a single standard of behavior, a system that obviously advantaged the male but at the same time a system in which, because the strong woman was not inhibited by a theoretical ceiling above which she could not rise Women performed for other types of events that took place innangar6s in the sagas. In Eiriks saga rauda, Dorbj6rg litilv6lva (Little sibyl) performed a seidr (incantation) (Eiriks saga rauda 1935:206-209) . A sei6r could be performed either as a divination or as a curse against a specific person (see Str6mbick 1970) . The pagan practice is described by Snorri Sturlusson in Ynglinga saga (1941-51) . In chapter 4, Snorri tells that Freyja taught the gods sei6r: "D6ttir Njar6ar var Freyja; hon var bl6tgy6ja; hon kenndi fyrst me6 Asum sei6, sem V6num var titt" [Nj6r6r's daughter was Freyja; she was a heathen priestess; she was the first to teach the AEsir gods the incantations the Vanir gods practiced] (Sturlusson 1941-51:13) .
In chapter 7, O6inn becomes the "sei6r-master":
O6inn kunni 1i ibr6tt, svi at mestr mittr fylg6i, ok framoi sjilfr, er sei6r heitir, en af )vi maitti hann vita orl6g manna ok 6or6na hluti, svi ok at gera m6nnum bana e6a 6hamingju e6a vanheilendi, svi ok at taka fri m6nnum vit e6a afl ok gefa 66rum. En 1essi fj61kynngi, er frami6 er, fylgir svi mikil ergi, at eigi l6tti karlm6nnum skammlaust vi6 at fara, ok var gy6junum kennd si iipr6tt. [O6inn knew that feat-one that gives great power and that he himself performed-called sei6r. From this he could discern the destiny of men and predict events that had not yet occurred. He could also inflict death, or misfortune, or sickness and deprive men of their wits or strength and transfer it to others by means of it. But the practice of this sorcery is accompanied by such lewdness that men consider it shameful to perform, so the feat was taught to the priestesses.] [Sturlusson 1941-51:19] The sei6r in Eiriks saga rauda was a divination during a time of famine in Greenland. Dorbj6rg is invited to a feast "at vita, hv6 naer lktta myndi 6irani bessu, sem yfir st66" [to discern how soon the famine that troubled them now might cease]
(Eiriks saga rauda 1935:206). She comes to the household in the evening dressed in an elaborate costume: "ok hon haf6i stafi hendi, ok var i knappr; hann var bfiinn me6 messingu og settr steinum ofan um knappinn" [and she had a staff in her hand with a knob on it; it was ornamented with brass and set with stonesjust below the knob] (Eiriks saga rauda 1935:206). A woman carrying such a knobbed staff is depicted on Danish gold-foil figures from the sixth century (Simpson 1967:190-191) . A staff was said to be found in the grave ofa seiJkona (sei6r woman) in Laxdcela saga.24
The term volva (f.), which is part ofPDorbj6rg's name, is derived from vilr (m.), or staff. DeVries (1961) interprets the word volva to mean stabtriigerin, or staff bearer.
"Hvirki em ek fj6lkunnig n6 visindakona, en P6 kenndi Halldis, f6stra min, mer i Islandi Pat kve6i, er hon kalla6i Var6lokur." Dorkell segir: "Di ertu happfr66." Hon segir: "Detta er pat eitt atferli, er ek xetla i engum atbeina at vera, Pvi at ek em kristin kona." Dorbj6rg segir: "Svi maetti ver6a, at Puf yr6ir m6nnum at li6i her um, en i verir Pi kona ekki verri en ai6r; en vi6 Porkel mun ek meta at fi P hluti til, er hafa Parf." Dorkell her6ir n' at Gu6ri6i, en hon kvezk gera mundu sem han vildi. Sl6gu Pai konur hring um hjallinn, en Dorbj6rg sat i uppi. Kva6 Gu6ri6r Pi kve6oit, svi fagrt ok vel, at engi l6ttisk heyrt hafa me6 fegri r6dd kvz6i kve6it, si er Par var hjai. Spikonan Pakkar henni kvz6it ok kva6 margar er nittiirur ni' til hafa s6tt ok lykkja fagrt at heyra, er kvz6it var svi vel flutt,-"er i6r vildu vi6 oss skiljask ok engan hl'6ni oss veita. En mer eru nui margir heir [But on the morrow, towards the end of day, she (Thorbjorg) was fitted out with the apparatus she needed to perform her spells. She asked too to procure her such women as knew the lore which was necessary for the spell, and bore the name Var6lokur or Spiritlocks. But no such women were to be found, so there was a search right through the house to find whether anyone was versed in these matters.
"I am unversed in magic, neither am I a prophetess," said Gudrid then, "but Halldis my fostermother taught me in Iceland the chant which she called Var6lokur."
"Then you are wise in good time," said Thorbjorg.
"This is a kind of proceeding I feel I can play no part in," said Gudrid, "for I am a Christian woman."
"Yet it might happen," said Thorbjorg, "that you could prove helpful to folk in this affair, and still be no worse a woman than before. But it is Thorkel I must look to procure me the things I need."
Thorkel now pressed Gudrid hard, till she said she would do as he wished. The women now formed a circle round the platform on which Thorbjorg was seated. Gudrid recited the chant so beautifully and well that no one who was present could say he had heard a chant recited by a lovelier voice. The seeress thanked her for the chant, adding that many spirits had been drawn there now who thought it lovely to lend ear, the chant had been so admirably delivered-spirits "who before wished to keep their distance from us and give us no hearing. And now many things are apparent to me which earlier were hidden from me as from many others. And I can tell you, Thorkel, that this famine will not last longer than this winter, and that the season will mend when spring comes. The sickness which has afflicted us, that too will mend sooner than was expected. As for you, Gudrid, I will repay you here and now for the help we have derived from you, for your fate is now all clear to me. You will make a match here in Greenland, the most distinguished there is, yet it will not be of long duration; for your ways lie out to Iceland, where there will spring from you a great and goodly progeny, and over the branches of your family will shine beams brighter than I have power to see precisely as they are. And so, my daughter, farewell now, and happiness go with you." Duriar's sei6r earned her such renown that her name was changed to honor her performance. The other interesting thing to note about these two sei6r performances is their connection to fertility. Dorbj6rg predicts the end of the famine, and Gu6ri6r ends it and is prophesied to be the source of"bxe6i mikil aett ok g66"
[progeny both great and outstanding] (Eiriks saga rauda 1935:209). Her offspring are described with the image of branches of a tree. Both sei6r performances occurred when the fertility of the community was threatened. As Turner has observed of more structured societies, the "marginal" person or the "outsider" is summoned when the official order is in peril or out of balance with outside forces and when harmony with those forces is desired (1974:152, 1979:111) .
Sei6r was also performed to put a curse on someone, as the Norwegian Queen Gunnhildr curses Egill in Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar: "Svi er sagt, at Gunnhildr l&t sei6 efla ok let lat sei6a, at Egill Skalla-Grirnsson skyldi aldri r6 bi6a i islandi, fyrr en hon saei hann" [It is said that Gunnhildr performed sei6r so that Egill Skalla-Grimsson should never rest easy in Iceland before she might see him again] (Egils saga Skalla-Grimssonar 1933:176 (Hastrup 1985:149) . According to Steinsland and Vogt, O6inn consulted with a v6lva when the gods were in a crisis situation (1981:104). In "Baldrs draumar," O6inn woke the v6olva from her grave to find out about Baldr's fate (Boer 1922: st. 4) . In "Gr6ugaldr,"
after a son wakes his mother from "death's doors" ("vek ek lik dau6ra dura"), she asks him why he disturbs someone "er til moldar er komin / ok 6r lj66heimum The v6lva tells about the beginning of the world and prophesies the end. In return for her performance, O6inn pays her with arm rings and jewels. The vertical movement made clearer in the Eddic poems and explained by Hastrup (1985) clarifies the sei6r performances in the sagas. Hastrup considers the vertical model of cosmology, symbolized by Yggdrasill, the tree of fate, to be "explicitly concerned with the irreversibility of time " (1985:150) . In this light, the staff or volr that the v6lva carries-and the object from which the name of her profession derives-evokes the vertical model,just as the tree does. The platform, which raises her up, expresses her vertical movement from the powerless space below, like the volur in the Eddic poems "Baldrs draumar," "Gr6ugaldr," and "V61luspi." In the sagas the v6lva is the primary performer. She is elevated into the powerful space (further emphasized by the phallic staff she carries). She slides or moves up into a space of prestige.
Hastrup also writes about the horizontal model of the cosmos, which corresponds with the geographical/legal concept of innangar6s and fitangar6s. Gurevich considers the farmstead "a prototype model of the universe" that can be seen in the basic opposition between Miigardr (the middle yard)/Asgardr (the yard of the /Esir gods) versus Utgarir (the outer yard) or the gods versus the giants (1969:43) . This horizontal model expresses the reversibility or "cyclicality" of life (Hastrup 1985:150) . In the saga texts, women's sei6r performances take place innangar6s. But in "V6luspi," the volva is said to be Uiti (outside) (Neckel and Kuhn 1962: st. 28). In this case O6inn is the primary performer, the one who journeys to the space of the other; the repositories of wisdom and power are reversed and reside now in the "female" space below, in Hel. As in the sei6r performances in the sagas, the status quo of structured society is endangered and the male representative seeks out the marginal female member to restore unity. The voice of the v6lva binds together the past with the future and narrates the social drama between the gods and the giants-their common origins, their feuds, and their final confrontation. Her voice represents the interface between the cults of the earth (Utgar6r) and the ancestral cults (Asgar6r), just as Dorbj6rg's brings the Greenlandic community into harmony with external forces.
For the connection between seior and fertility, I turn to a text in Flateyjarb6k, "V6lsabittr," which is inserted in Mldfs saga helga (1945) . This Pa'ttr (tale) is about King (and Saint) Olifr's journey to a farming family in northern Norway, where paganism was still practiced. The pagan family's horse died and was being slaughtered (perhaps for the meat). The son brings the horse's penis into the house and chases his sister and a servant woman with it. Finally his mother, with a wry comment about how nothing should go to waste, wraps the horse's penis in linen with onions and other herbs and stores it in a chest. Each evening she performs a ritual with the penis, which she now addresses by the proper name "V6lsi." She removes Volsi from the chest, gives it to her husband, and then recites a verse. Each member ofthe household does the same.
This ritual continues until King Olifr and his men come to the household in disguise, each claiming to be named "Grimr." (The name Grimr means "mask" and was a name that O6inn assumed when he traveled in disguise.) That evening the household and guests participate in the ritual and recite the poems as usual, but after the king recites his verse, he tosses Volsi to the dog. Once the king disposes of Steinsland and Vogt draw a parallel between hurdasa (door beam) and the words of a slave woman being sacrificed in the burial of a Viking chieftain as recorded by
Ibn Fadlan around 922 (1981:105) . The slave woman is lifted three times to look over the top ofa structure also called a door frame (Simpson 1967:197 2) also has a connection with a horse and performs ndttfarsseidr (night-travelling sei6r). In the bittr, King Olifr has the last word and succeeds in converting the household. In a sense he "emasculates," silences, and pushes back the phallic woman-or even the ritual performance itself. The king represents not only Christianity but the official power of the public realm. Ritual performances that had the potential force to unite the local, family-based powers of the pagan past and disrupt the king's official legal journey through his new Christian realm are shown less tolerance and shamed into silence. The law of the social-legal realm is, in a sense, cutting its teeth by asserting its precedence over the ritual performances in the private realm where women wielded their influence and authority. The king is portrayed as a hero capable of seeking out and silencing these threats to a stable order.
As noted earlier, the Christian church offered no formal performance roles to women. It was in the interest of both the church and the state to limit blood feuding and reduce the power of the family. This meant reducing or subduing the informal, family-based power innangar6s, in the farmstead, where women were able to participate in the politics of blood feud and the semiotic system of honor.
Valuing the public over the private meant that honor would be distributed to those and by those who participated in the social-legal realm. Private performances, such as hvot and sei6r, that stirred up blood feud and undermined the official power of the church and state may have been a source or site of cultural anxiety that would lead to elaborate fantasies in order to "play out" or "work through" the social drama of confrontation between old and new in the collective cultural imagination. saga 1946, 1:522] In the saga the mythical Gu6riin laments the loss of the Icelandic Freestate to the Norwegian monarch and prophesies Iceland's continued subjugation to Hikon's sons.
Women's performances, their "voices," are increasingly interiorized or distanced until they can only be heard in the realm of visions, dreams, and myth. If the official order suppresses or eliminates oral, family-based performances in both the sacred and the secular spheres (as seen with the chieftainships), the natural recourse is interiorization (in the dream world) and archaism (the use ofEddic material). However, the oral tradition continued in Iceland, and it appears that women continued to participate in it. Visteinn Olason notes that most of the bal- Although women's influence was limited to the domestic sphere, the sagas show that their activities in that realm were consequential for their families. I will venture a step further and propose, in the following discussion of Steinv6r
Sighvatsd6ttir (whose hv6t is mentioned above), that one measure of women's influence is the way that, in other versions of the events, their activities are portrayed in different lights, according to the interests of the saga writer and the extent to which the "group" values were considered a threat to those interests.
For example, Unnr the Deep-Minded, who, according to Laxdoela saga, was given a burial similar to that of a pagan chieftain (1934:13), is, in Landndmabdk ("The Book of Settlements") depicted setting up crosses when she first reaches Iceland and insisting on a grave in consecrated ground before she dies (1968, part 1:139, 147 ). Thus whereas Laxdoela saga exalts her family, Landnamabdk attributes her exceptional status among the first settlers of Iceland to her faith. As I show below, Steinv6r, one ofthe last members of the powerful Sturlung dynasty to attempt a show of force, was cast in several lights in the various sagas that make up Sturlunga saga. The next day brought no breeze to send King Magnuis on his journey, but the queen-despite the king's previous admonishment that she pay the Icelander no heed-sent for Sturla after the men had eaten. She asked that he "hafa me6 ser The diligence of the men of Iceland must not be shrouded in silence; since the barrenness of their native soil offers no means of self-indulgence, they pursue a steady routine of temperance and devote all their time to improving our knowledge of others' deeds, compensating for poverty by their intelligence. They regard it a real pleasure to discover and commemorate the achievements of every nation; in theirjudgement it is as elevating to discourse on the prowess of others as to display their own. Thus I have scrutinized their store of historical treasures and composed a considerable part of this present work by copying their narratives, not scorning, where I recognized such skill in ancient lore, to take these men as witnesses. [1979:5] In his introduction, Saxo pledges the service of his pen to Engilborg's grandfa- There Porvar6r captured him and had him executed along with two of his companions" (1974:271) . Both men must have felt they had "legitimate" claims to the words but as words spoken to her by a man in her dream. However, judging from the content and the context, the poem seems to express the same-though more veiled-sentiment as J6reibr's dream, a feeling of loss and senseless destruction.
The dream may have been intended as Steinvir's premonition of the death of her father and brothers, which resulted in her having to "answer" for a "headless"
family by assuming the role as "h6fu6skirungr" of the Sturlung family. Sturla avoids directly praising or blaming Steinv6r for taking on that role, but the inclusion of this verse (along with J6rei6r's) suggests that he felt it was significant to remember the forces that impelled her to do so without passing judgment. I read Judging from the Old Norse literary and historical sources I have examined, I would conclude that women may have contributed to the oral semiotic system of medieval Iceland, especially in the private or innangar6s realm. Performances by women were enacted in crisis situations in order to maintain an equilibrium between the household and the outer world and to restore a sense of wholeness.
Women were responsible for maintaining the honor of the household to which they belonged, but they were also concerned with their own personal honor. The church and the state offered no performance roles for women. With the increase of their influence and the devaluing of the honor of the family, performance rituals enacted in the private realm were subordinated to legal rituals in the public realm, giving women less access to performance roles and influence in public affairs. Accounts of women's visions and dreams may have been the result of the cultural constraint that demanded that marginal figures (such as women, slaves, and old men) stand for or become "mouthpieces" for the past, but they may also have been an actual outlet for the expression of discontent with the new social order. These accounts could be evidence of the increasing interiorization of women's voice and a retreat into archaism, just as the saga texts show evidence of the same retreat.
I find, contrary to Mundal, that women's participation in the oral transmission of cultural heritage was limited but not completely dominated by males as Bauman implies. An oral culture does not guarantee that women will participate equally in the semiotic system. Structures were already in place restricting women to the private sphere before literacy was introduced. However, this may not have been a serious disadvantage for women until the public sphere became privileged by the emerging church and state institutions, making the boundary between the private and the public realms less permeable. Prior to this sealing off, women's performances had teeth. Their rituals often undermined official legal settlements made in the public sphere. It is in this light that Flosi's response, "Kl61d eru kvenna ri6" [Cold are the counsels of women] to Hildigunnr's hv6t should be interpreted. Her voice bites as severely as the northern cold, binding him to his kinsmen and goading them into vengeance. Notes 1For a concise, up-to-date synopsis of the debate, see Jochens 1996:234-239 . See also Birgit Sawyer's "Women: Ideal and Reality" (Sawyer and Sawyer 1993:188-213) .
2Peter Hallberg (1962:49-69 ) provides a useful summary of this discussion. For more recent contributions, see William Miller (1990:43-76) , who argues for the social/historical value of the sagas.
He writes, "It is rather the tale's very artfulness that gives us sufficient social and normative structure to make social and moral as well as literary sense of the events it relates " (1990:76) . The debate continues with the contributions of scholars who read history as cultural myths or fiction. John Lindow (1997) and Margaret Clunies Ross (1997) 50n verbal dueling and the flyting or senna in Old Norse literature, see Clover 1979 , Parks 1990 , and Swenson 1991 6Bo Almqvist considers Steinunn's verse to be modeled on an anonymously composed pastiche verse about the destruction of an earlier missionary's ship. He treats her verses as part of the background for ni6 verses against the missionaries but does not give an in-depth analysis of her verses as ni6 proper, which would have implications of sexual perversion. He does note however that the kenning migfellandi mellu ("slayer ofgiantwoman's kinsman," i.e., 16rr) would imply that Steinunn considers bangbrandr to be an offspring of the giants (1974:87). 7According to Sorensen, "In the world of the saga it is shameful for a man to be struck or wounded by a woman, because he cannot avenge himself. It was an infamous deed to use force against a woman" (1983:76).
8This is also true of "strong masculine women" in Mediterranean countries, who, according to David Gilmore, are "praised and admired for performing man's roles when circumstances so dictate" (1987:9).
9In Islendingab6k, Ari reports that Jangbrandr had slain two or three men who slandered him ("bi es hann h6fio nitt") (Landndmab6k 1968, part 1:14).
1tWomen did participate in the settlement of cases that concerned them at the Althing. Hallger6r in Sturlu saga is given a choice in the settlement of her abduction case (Sturlanga saga 1946, 1:103-104). Although it is not clear whether she is consulted in public or privately, the point is that she participates in the settlement of her case.
1"Rather than fault the traditional legal system and its reliance on force, women in general were judged not fit to prosecute a case based on this single failure to gain more compensation for the killing of the renowned chieftain Arnkell. According to the saga, En me6 kvi at eptirmailit var6 eigi svai soemiligt, sem likligt P6tti um svai mikinn h6f6ingja, sem Arnkell var, ?i faerau landsstj6rnarmenn 16g 'i kvi, at aldri si6an skyldi kona vera vigsakara6ili ne yngri karlmabr en sextain vetra, ok hefir ?at haldizk jafnan si6an. [Eyrbyggia saga 1935 [Eyrbyggia saga :103-1041 [Because the action over the killing of this outstanding man had gone so badly, the leading men of Iceland made it law that neither a woman, nor a man under the age of sixteen, should ever again be allowed to raise a manslaughter action, and this has been the law ever since (Pilsson and Edwards 1973:125) .] 12Gro Steinsland cites several occurrences of the wordgydja in Landndmab6k and in the family sagas (1985:34-35) . She traces the gy6jur in Landndmab6k to two districts in Norway: Trondelag and Sogn.
Sogn, she contends, has a rather high number of graves of wealthy women from the Viking period. 13Hallberg (1983) refers to a stanza in "Hivamail"-"Ofarla bita / ec si einom hal / or6 illrar kono; / flairia tunga / var6 hinom at fi6rlagi, / oc Ieygi um sanna sa6c" (Neckel and Kuhn 1962: st. 118 , emphasis added)-in which an evil woman's tongue is likened to a sword that "bites" or kills a man. He also remarks on how the evil counsel of Svanhild's husband's advisor (Bicca) kills her in "SigurourqviAa in skamma": "Hina muno bita / Bicca ri," (Neckel and Kuhn 1962: st. 64 , emphasis added).
14Mundal concludes very differently. She prefers to calculate the loss of the majority of verses composed by women and estimates their total number to be about one hundred (1983:14) . See GuSrfin P. Helgad6ttir (1961-63) for more on skaldic poems alleged to have been composed by women.
15A maiden named Ingunn-so learned that she could correct Latin texts that were recited to her as she sewed-is said to have taught male pupils at the cathedral school in H61ar early in the 12th century, as Ingunn gained access to the public sphere of learning normally reserved for men.
16This agonistic exchange (a social drama in itself) can also be seen in the development of two sets of written law codes; Ha!fiaaskrd was the first written law code in Scandinavia, adopted by the Althing in 1118. By 1123 the bishops had the Christian law (Kristinnalaga Pdttr) codified and passed at the Althing. In 1253 the national law was subordinated to the Christian law (Hastrup 1985:216-218) . 20Clover gives an excellent reading of both of these hv6t (see 1986a).
21Cf. Joaquin Martinez-Pizarro, who argues that the meals in Heidarviga saga should be read as fiction: "The repeated pattern of the meals can be best explained by formal considerations of unity, design and thematic balance; it is not the trace of a deep statement woven into the narrative by triplication, but a superficial order imposed on basic events of the story from without" (1986:233).
For an opposing viewpoint see Miller, who asserts the "fact" of rituals (1983:181-182, n. 92) . My own view is that meals should be read as both "fact"-along the lines of Gurevich, who belives that "the life of a man [in this case a woman] in traditional society consisted of an invariable repetition of actions previously performed by others" (1969:49), giving women performers some of the credit for shaping the ritual-and "fiction"-acknowledging that these episodes owe their preservation to the appeal they held for the 13th-century imagination and the need for a sense of wholeness and continuity with the past that women came to stand for.
22The one exception was mentioned previously: the daughter of a brotherless, sonless, fatherless man, if she was not yet married.
23Preben Meulengracht Sorensen contends that women maintained their honor in completely different-but complementary-ways than men did (1993:246-248 24The incident is interesting because it is a prophetic dream. Herdis dreams of a vilva who appears to her and complains that the Christian habits of Herdis's grandmother are causing her great discomfort in her grave under the church. After Herdis tells her dream, the floor of the church is taken up and some bones, a brooch, and a "seiastafr mikill" (large sei6r staff) are revealed (Laxdela saga 1934:223-224 
